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Identifying Austin Sevens
Some popular AUSTIN SEVEN body styles from 1923 -1939

1922

2012

From 1923-1939 at least 50 body styles of Austin Seven and many specials were made. This poster has been produced by the Austin Seven Clubs Association to help those
with A7s at shows and rallies inform the public about the more commonly recognised models which were produced in its 16 year production run.

1923-1929
The first Austin Seven
prototype was designed
and introduced in 1922.
Manufactured from 1923 it
became affectionately known as ‘CHUMMY’ due
to the cosiness of the occupants inside!

The Austin Seven was to spark off a revolution in the
British car industry. With its three-speed non-synchromesh
gearbox and small 750cc two-bearing engine, the car’s
design was soon to be copied around the world.

1926-1929 The mid-1920s saw the cars acquire a solid
roof and some even had fabric covered bodies. An early
BMW, the Dixi, was based on A7s, as was the French
Rosengart. In the USA Austins are known as the Bantam.

The Seven took many forms including this very useful
van. It’s called a ‘C-Type’ owing to the shape of its side
windows which were shaped like a ‘C’.

1930-1934 The Chummy nickname was now dropped
and the Seven became popularly known as the ‘Box’
Saloon with a chrome rather than nickel radiator.

Sports car versions of the Seven were very popular and
were named NIPPY (pictured) and SPEEDY. The earlier
ULSTER was the racing version and is still used for racing.

THE

‘ J E W E L’

RANGE

1934-1938 By the mid-1930s all models were updated and became known collectively as the ‘Jewel’ range. From the left: The Austin Seven RUBY’ saloon now came with a
4-speed synchromesh gearbox, enclosed radiator and an enclosed spare wheel carrier. The 2-seater version was the OPAL and the 4-seater cabriolet was named the PEARL.

1934-1938 Many versions and styles of body in the Jewel
range were produced, this being the versatile RUBY van
from 1936.

The mid-1930s saw the fashion for open-air driving still
very fashionable with the 4-seater tourer selling well but
progressively in much reduced numbers.

1938-1939 The final version of the SEVEN was called the
BIG SEVEN, now with 4 doors and a larger engine but the
Austin Seven marque was discontinued in July 1939.

About 10,000 Austin Sevens currently survive on the A7 Register (not all necessarily driveable of course), but they represent just over 2%
of the original 400,000 worldwide production both here and under licence abroad. For more information visit our official website -

www.a7ca.org

